
Congratulations! You have purchased one or more 
Open Source Seed Initiative (OSSI) Pledged varieties! 

We are thrilled to be able to encourage open access to 
biodiversity as a partner seed company & 
participating breeder with OSSI. OSSI is dedicated to 
maintaining fair & open access to plant genetic 
resources worldwide by o�ering a new way to save &  

exchange seed that ensures the seed will remain free of patents, licenses, 
& other restrictions.

Varieties that are registered as OSSI seed are accompanied by the pledge. 
The Pledge also requires that any subsequent distributions of OSSI seed, or 
of derivatives bred from OSSI seed, be accompanied by the pledge. In this 
way, OSSI intends to develop an expanding pool of genetic resources that 
are available now & in the future for unrestricted use by scientists, farmers, 
& gardeners. This pledge is a commitment to foster unfettered exchange 
of germplasm & the freedom to use the material for any purpose, with the 
single proviso that by accepting the pledge the user commits to allowing 
others freedom to use the material or derivatives of the material.

The OSSI Pledge: “You have the freedom to use these OSSI-Pledged 
seeds in any way you choose. In return, you pledge not to restrict 
others’ use of these seeds or their derivatives by patents or other 
means, and to include this pledge with any transfer of these seeds or 
their derivatives.”

Free the seed!  

For more information: 
www.osseeds.org
www.adaptiveseeds.com
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